CoachingOurselves

A Brief Introduction
Our Linear Politics

Public

Private
Three Sectors for Balance

Public sector *(governments)*

Plural sector *(communities)*

Private sector *(businesses)*
We can develop manager/leaders to be

Cold and calculating

OR

Caring and engaging
Cartesian View of Learning

knowledge as substance

and pedagogy as knowledge transfer
The Social View of Learning

we participate therefore we are

understanding is socially constructed
A scalable version of the Master of Management Program by Henry Mintzberg
Peer-coaching

Reflection & dialog

Develops leadership capacity & organizational effectiveness

Based on Mintzberg’s approach

Supported by >80 Modules
20,000 managers use CoachingOurselves in over 8 languages
Which is followed by a group discussion started by the question on the page
Today our partner, Angela Cassandra Allotey of Brookman & Associates, initiated a first group of participants to the CoachingOurselves approach to leadership and management development, during our first workshop in Accra, Ghana.

Congratulations to all the participants, and to our partner, Brookman & Associates.

Learn more about peer-group coaching at www.coachingourselves.com
“So everyone ought to have the same purpose: to identify the interest of each with interest of all.”

Cicero, On Duties, 44 B.C.
The Best organizations are communities of engaged human beings, not collections of detached human resources.

Henry Mintzberg, Co-Founder